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[This article was originally published on September 29, 2023.]

The official concluding statements by the UN and WHO at the completion of the UN General
Assembly  (UNGA)  in  New  York  regarding  the  High-level  Meeting  on  Pandemic
Prevention, Preparedness and Response are summarized as follows:

United Nations

The high-level meeting on pandemic prevention, preparedness and response will focus on
the theme:  “Creating and maintaining political  momentum and solidarity  for  Pandemic
Prevention, Preparedness and Response“. Plenary Segment: Statements by Member States
and members of the United Nations specialized agencies.Issued on 20 Sept 2023.

WHO  statement  on  the  high-level  meeting  on  pandemic  prevention,
preparedness,  and  response:

The World Health Organization welcomed today’s historic commitment shown by global
leaders,  at  the  UNGA,  to  strengthen  the  international  cooperation,  coordination,
governance, and investment needed to prevent a repeat of the devastating health and
socioeconomic impact caused by COVID-19, make the world better prepared for future
pandemic, and get back on track to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals.

“The  first-ever  head  of  state  summit  on  pandemic  prevention,  preparedness  and
response is a historic milestone in the urgent drive to make all people of the world
safer, and better protected from the devastating impacts of pandemics,” said Dr
Tedros  Adhanom  Ghebreyesus,  WHO  Director-General.  “I  welcome  this
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commitment by world leaders to provide the political support and direction needed
so that WHO, governments and all involved can protect people’s health and take
concrete steps towards investing in local capacities, ensuring equity and supporting
the global emergency health architecture that the world needs.”

The political declaration, approved by Mr Dennis Francis, President of the 78th United Nations
General  Assembly  (2023),  and the  result  of  negotiations  under  the  able  leadership  of
Ambassadors Gilad Erdan of Israel and Omar Hilale of Morocco, underscored the pivotal role
played by WHO as the “directing and coordinating authority on international health,” and
the need to “commit further to sustainable financing that provides adequate and predictable
funding  to  the  WHO,  which  enables  it  to  have  the  resources  needed  to  fulfil  its  core
functions.”Issued  on  20  Sept  2023

Neither the UN nor the WHO statement mentions the number of world leaders or heads of
state, who approved the crucial WHO documents, the severely revised (more than 90 points
of revision) International Health Regulations (IHR), including the Pandemic Treaty – which is
actually no longer a treaty, as it is planned to ram it through during the next World Health
Assembly  (WHA)  in  May  2024  –  making  the  new  IHR  effective  without  a  vote.  See  full
interview  with  Dr.  Astrid  Stuckelberger  here.

Since there  are  no official  accounts  from these “behind closed-door”  UN /  WHO meetings,
we can rely only on “hearsay”, according to which there were several member states who
abstained and others who objected to the revised IHR. Among the objectors was apparently
the Russian Federation. See this.

The Mike Adams interview of  Dr.  Astrid Stuckelberger (26 September 2023) about the
coming (planned) health dictatorship by the UN and WHO juxtaposes the official UN / WHO
statements.

There is nothing constructive, nothing the world might want to look forward to that came
out of these secret meetings, debates. Secretive, like a death cult, planning a worldwide
genocide run as part of the “new” WHO / UN Agenda.

Imagine where the world has gone? And where the full UN Agenda 2030 is planning to take
us?

With a corrupted UN system, with a World Health Organization that is no longer looking after
the population’s health and disease, but is promoting death.

And that on a worldwide basis. All governments – more than 190 national governments,
have all been coopted, corrupted coerced and outright threatened – if they do not go along
and lie to the people who supposedly elected them, and if they do not betray the trust and
the (tax) money these people have confided in them – people’s funds that also pay for the
government bureaucrats generally generous wages.

Here are some of the key points Dr. Astrid Stuckelberger made during the BOMBSHELL
interview. For courageously speaking out since the beginning of the outbreak of this criminal
plandemic, Dr. Stuckelberger has been a beacon for truth. In response, the University of
Geneva cut off all her courses and deprived her of her faculty position.

https://www.brighteon.com/4d48dab8-db07-4918-bcd5-80b32f4340f6
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/united-nations-approves-pandemic-declaration/?utm_source=luminate&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=defender&utm_id=20230920
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She is also otherwise threatened and coerced, often censored – to no avail: Astrid keeps
speaking out, to spread the truth as far and widely as possible – so that people eventually
may wake up – stand up – and stop obeying. Non obedience is everyone’s right.

Here are some of the highlights of Dr. Stuckelberger’s interview:

When during the organization’s earlier times, WHO stood for protecting the lives of the
elderly and children, today WHO is promoting suicide for older people and forced killer
vaccination for children.

WHO  is  eliminating  staff  –  scientists,  doctors,  and  researchers,  who  are  ethical  and  true
experts,  replacing  them  with  people  who  are  no  experts,  unethical  and  corrupt.

WHO programs on food, nutrition or basic sanitation, have morphed into programs that are
largely overseeing the extermination of people on planet earth, rather than promoting the
health of people.

In the 1990s WHO was still warning about the dangers of 5G microwaves, the negative
effects  of  holding  the  phone  to  your  ear…  how  it  affected  the  brain  —  no  longer.  These
warnings  have  been  eliminated  from the  WHO’s  website.  This  is  part  of  accelerating
elimination of old age people and of dumbing the brains of children and young adults.

Also, WHO warned of the danger building 5G antennas on school buildings – as the effect on
human brains and the development of human brains is devastating – this warning too, has
disappeared from WHO’s website.

Around the year 2000, the private sector, with lobbies came into effect – and Bill Gates put
his  foot  in  WHO’s  door.  In  2012  he  was  literally  in  charge  of  WHO’s  vaccination  /
immunization programs.

Today, WHO alone has a monopoly on all that concerns health – it is a tyrannical dictate –
and is followed by severe censoring, including with punishment for those who do not follow
the mandate. UN Secretary General, António Guterres, is echoing what WHO is doing, by
promoting censorship [banning “fake news”],  and digitizing health information – with a
monopoly for WHO.

But  WHO  alone  cannot  control  the  world,  as  Ministers  of  Health,  usually  countries’
representatives at the World Health Assembly, may not agree with some dictates and they
must listen to their governments [though, most of which have been corrupted], they need
an overarching body to assure full compliance, the United Nations.

Therefore, the UN will claim the overall right of controlling censorship as well as dictates on
health, i.e., vaccination / programs on immunization, delegated to WHO — no questions
asked, all with the objective of massively reducing the world population, an objective which
has been on the political drawing board since the 1970s.

See the Kissinger Report published in 1974, in the year following the U.S. sponsored military
c o u p  i n  C h i l e  ( S e p t e m b e r  1 1 ,  1 9 7 3 ) .  
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WHO is the door to the most sensitive and vulnerable points in our lives: life and death,
health and disease. It is the entry to their – the Beast’s – biotech neuro-weapon which is the
so-called injection vaccine – and they want to roll out untold thousands of new types of
vaccines, billions to be administered over the coming years – a perpetual program, feeding
into the UN Agenda 2030 – to help accomplish the “17 Sustainable Development Goals”
(SDG).

The  first  paragraph  of  the  preparedness  on  pandemic  prevention  response,  refers  to  the
constant and repeated danger of covid and covid-related pandemics… triggering an eternal
fear, as covid has been enshrined in the brains of the people as THE potentially death-
bringing pandemic and danger.

They are generating constant fear with something that didn’t even exist, that has never
been analyzed scientifically, never been isolated in laboratories, nor with the instruments of
WHO — it’s always about infections, because you cannot see them (the viruses), and people
do not know.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/kissinger-report.png
https://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/kissinger-depopulation.jpeg
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WHO along with the (bought) media is a psychological terrorist organization.

Under the new declaration WHO is becoming a permanent fear campaign mechanism, with
the overarching worldwide tyrannical authority to demand “preventive” quarantine even
against the policies of  individual  sovereign countries,  and they are implementing them
enforced by police and military – which country governments must obey, under threat.

But, says Astrid, “the Beast is losing power, because we are becoming more conscious,
waking up and resisting.

The revised IHR and the Pandemic Convention – yes, it is not a treaty, as it will be adopted,
not even voted on.

That is the imposition by the UN – sponsored, or imposed by the US. The IHR / Pandemic
Convention will be adopted by the WHA in May 2024, without a vote. And during this UNGA
2023,  WHO and its  public  (mainly  the White  House)  and private (mainly  the pharma-
industry) sponsors are asking for the blessing of the UN; and “they” received the blessing of
the UN.

Australia is already training their police and military to enforce mandated vaccinations –
ramming in doors of family homes and making sure that schools comply with the vaxx-
orders.

They want to get rid of children for depopulating the world – and of course of elderly people,
who are not contributing to the economy, but using state money [that they contributed to]
for living in retirement (pensions) – whom Klaus Schwab’s Israeli adviser, Yuval Noah Hariri,
calls, “useless eaters”.

That is why former President Trump has already said, if he will be reelected President, he
would propagate homeschooling.

WHO is run by McKinsey Consulting – Dr. Stuckelberger has seen the contract – and by the
bought media.

They, “the Beast”, will invent a public emergency, either “natural” or a plandemic of a
monster epidemic, to spread fear and lock people down.

They are rolling out a plan, to lock people down, they want the vaxx back – it is already
visible from the media.

[In India a new pandemic has already been declared, with compulsory masks. An outbreak
of Nipah virus (NiV) has been confirmed in India. Six cases of Nipah, including two deaths,
have been reported – see video below (Annotation by PK)]

Three major corporate media outlets control the world:

AP = American Press;
AFP = French Press; and
Reuters.

They are paid to lie. They cannot be believed, but they distribute their news to all local
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mainstream media, which must report almost verbatim the going narrative.

We must create our own counter-media – like what you are doing, referring to Mike Adams
and others, to spread the truth and let people know what is going on.

They – “the Beast” — are doing whatever they can with the help of the governments, which
are no longer YOUR governments. Today’s governments across the globe are coerced to do
what “the Beast” wants them to do, either by buying them or by threat.

They will create anything to maintain the level of fear, even the plague is a possibility.

All they need to do is create a fake disease in one city, and then declare it a pandemic – and
all that comes with the pandemic — lockdowns, ramming in doors for forced vaccinations
also in schools, a fear-based tyranny – where people will obey…. But will they?
(Annotation PK)

Then they are going to use their real weapon, either by vaccine, or in the hospitals, like in
NY, where they incubated people… until they died.

Or  using  5G.  5G  can  be  directed  into  the  brain  of  people,  paralyzing  individuals,  or
programming  them,  à  la  Klaus  Schwab’s  transhumanism,  digitized,  robotized  obeying
transhumans.

With 5G they can do whatever they want; 5G is not only emitted from the endless antennas
around the world, but also from street lamps, or other items you least expect, and don’t
know; possibly also through your TV set.

“Vaccination” – people will be injected by a binary weapon, that can be activated by remote
signaling… through 5G, maybe soon to come 6G.

This is made possible through graphene oxide in people’s bodies [those, who have been
vaccinated] – who were injected with the false covid vaxxes, some of which contained
graphene oxide, a highly electro-magnetic sensible substance that will  react to the 5G
micro-waves.

Pfizer’s  Bio-n-Tech  vaxx  =  bio  nano  tech,  or  bio  neuro  tech…and  mRNA  –  a  computer
program — “mode” RNA – will make humans highly vulnerable to 5G. As humans, we are
bio-electromagnetic,  electro-encephalogram  –  making  our  brains  vulnerable  to  5G
manipulation.

Astrid Stuckelberger: “Hacking the mind is at the center of what is going on.”

Dr. James Giordano: The Brain is the Battlefield of the Future 

The “Havana Syndrome” is one of the brain manipulations – first appeared in 2016 in the US
and Canadian Embassies in Havana, Cuba. Since then, the syndrome has occurred in many
other places – in Beijing, Moscow, Serbia…

We humans emit waves – “love waves” as well as “anger waves” – our moods are expressed
in electromagnetic waves.

Controlled opposition talking about viruses, covid, mRNA, PCR-test, the vaccination that all
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may come back… that is their plan – the Beast’s plan, the perpetuation of an absolute fraud.

Mike Adams:

“We are seeing the complete perversion of science which will destroy the credibility of
science and medicine. – There is no isolate of SARS-Covid-2, has never been – it is a
total fraud.”

“While the next plandemic is being rolled out – and more and more people are being
victimized by this fraud – genocide is unfolding in front of us.”

We, the People, cannot let that happen; we must win this war

These are the paraphrased final words of Astrid Stuckelberger –

“We are gonna have a tough wave of time now, this may last for 6 months a year… who
knows.  So,  take  good  care  of  yourself.  If  you  are  knowledgeable,  you  are  better
prepared for what may come – and take care of the elderly and the kids. I am worried
about the children. They are gonna go after the children…”

“There is already a warning: in Norway, they must vaccinate all the young people…
Take No Vaccine whatsoever, they are trying to sell you all sorts of common vaccines –
don’t take them, they are all fake mRNA vaccines….”

Ending on a positive note:“I think we are protected for what we are ….”

Watch the full interview below.

*
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